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,Ada Maislen Chosen President
Of Stu. G. in Campus Election

Rules Announced For
C. G. March Weekend
The following rules apply
ONLY to those students who
are attending
the March
weekend at the Coast Guard
academy:
All classes have
been granted 1:30 permission
on Friday night, and freshmen have been granted 12:30
permission
on Saturday
night.

nounced the followmg
promotions of faculty me~~~rs:
Dr.
Hartley W. Cross, a viaiting professor in the Economics department will henceforth
become a
full professor. Hazel A. Johnson
f the Palmer library has also
~n
given a professorship, as
has Dr .. Margaret W. Kelly, member of the Chemistry department.
Dr. Rosemary Park, mem~er of
the German department,
IS the
fourth faculty member to be givAt the vesper service Sunday
en a full professor-ship.
.
'
next, the speaker will be Dr. RoDr. John F. Moore, head of the
land H. Bainton of Yale divinity
Summer sessions office and mem- school. A native of Derbyshire,
ber of the English department,
England, Dr. Bainton came as a
has been' made an associate pro- youth to America and received
fessor.
his B.A. from Whitman college,
his B.D. from Yale, and his Ph.D.
Assistant Professors
Leslie P. Beebe of the Econom- from the same institution. He was
ics department has been raised to at one time holder of a Guggenthe rank of assistant
professor. helm Foundation Memorial felRecently returned
from service lowship 'in church history, his
with the army, Dr. Robert Mills special field of interest.
Gagne of the Psychology departSin~e 1936 Dr. Bainton has.held
ment has also been made an as- the T~tus. Stree~ profe~sorshIp
sistant professor. The rank of as- e~c!eslastlcal hlStO.ry In Yale. dlsistant professor has been given vinlty ~ch?oL He IS a recogmzed
to Dr. George Haines IV, of the a.utho~Ity In the area of ReformaHistory department.
Sibyl A. tion h~story.
Hausman of the Zoology departDuring the first. world war, Dr.
ment has also received her assist- Bainton served WIth the Quaker
ant professorship.
unit. of the American ~ed Cross.
To Richard F. Logan of Yale He IS a member of varIOUS learnuniversity, professor of Geogra- ed societies, and in 1940 was presIdent of the American Church
phy, goes the title of assistant
professor also. Dr. deN. Mayhew History society. He is the author
The
of the Art department too will be of Concerning Heretics,
an assistant professor.
The last Church of Our I)athers, and other
of those raised to this rank is Dr. volumes and is a contributor to
Betty F. Thompson of the Botany leading 'periodicalS. He has recently published a series of leedepartment.
w ith Ian tern
Sarah Rawlins J ones of the Zo- tures illustrated
ology department has been given slides covering the history of the
Ch . tt
Ch ch
her instructorship.
'
rIS Ian
urcn.

Flanagan, Shields
And Brower Obtain
Other Top Offices

Ada Gives New
Gleam to Fame
Of East House

Dr. Roland Bainton
To Deliver Sermon by Jane Rutter
East house, room 215 in par-ticOn Sunday, Mar. 10 ular, is quite proud of itself these

I

a!

U. S. To Be Benefited By Loan
To Britain, Dr. Finney Feels
by Dr. Katherine Finney
The American
loan to the
United Kingdom is but one part
of the trade and financial agreements reached in December by
the American and British governments, already approved by Parliament and now under discussion in Congressional committee.
The agreements
contain proposals to meet pressing economic
problems in which the United
States has a direct interest. We
are concerned in helping the British by means of this credit in part
because it will facilitate British
purchase~ of American products.
Our interest is also based upon
the contribution that a balanced
trade position
for the - United
Kingdom will make toward the
expansion 'of American and world
Wide trade and the achievement
of a high level of economic wellbeing throughout the world.
BrOad!Program
The two· governments
have
agreed to support a broad pro·
gram fbr relaxing trade barriers,
SUch as tariffs and quotas, and
trade discriminations of all kinds,
inclUding imperial preference_
Through the loan, the settlement
of lend·lease, and other provisions
of the agreements,
there is at
~a~t a fighting chance that the
TIlted States and Great Britain
Working together can reconstruct
the ~ind of trade system which
w~ In America believe will can·
~rlbute to the growth and stabilIty of world commerce.

The proposed loan 01 a maximum of three and three-quarters
billion dollars is repayable in 50
annual installments and bears 2%
interest annually. Repayment begins in 1951. The purpose of the
loan is to facilitate purchases by
the United Kingdom
in the
United States and elsewhere and
to assist the United Kingdom in
relaxing restrictions on t~de ..
The loan is intended primar-ily
to meet the deficit in the British
balance of payments during the
transition
from war to peace.
Once the period of readjustment
is over it is expected that the
United 'Kingdom will be able to
pay for its imports with funds
arising from its expor.fs and from
earnings on overseas Investments
and shipping.
Financial Aid Needed
The necessity for financial aid
to England arises out of her great
need for imports of foodst-:ff and
raw materials, togf;ther WIth ~er
inability to export J?erchandise
and services in suffiCIent volume
to pay for these imports. Before
the war, merchandise
exports
provided the largest me~~
of
paying for imports.
AddItional
funds for payment cam.e from
earnings
on overseas
Investments, shipping charges, and oth·
er financial income.
The war made inroads upon
these sources.
Earnings
from
overseas investments have been
reduced by virtue of the sale of
See "Loan"-Page
6

days. A new digni ty has come to
the dorm, for within Its walls
lives the president-elect of Student Government: If East seems
to shine with a new aurora, that's
the reason. But the purpose of
this is not to flaunt before the
world East's new glitter, so let us
turn to the occupant of room 215.
Ada Maislen '47 calls the place
home. Here she has hung her bulletin board and pictures for this
year.
Economics Major
The economics department has
Ada as o"ne of its majors, and the
homework distributed from said
department
keeps Ada deep in
the problems of the day. A quick
glance at her bookcase and the
above statement is readily verifi dAd
so it will be that the
S:Ci~1 s~iences will have a hand
. CC 0 ernment
In
g V
.
. Ada has been a member of the
choir during her thr~o years on
campus. She has been the song
leader for the class of 1947 a~d
piloted that class to first place I.n
Competitive sing last May .. She ~s
serving as song .leader again thl~
year, bl4t a~ a biased senior, your
reporter WIshes her only a h~lfhearted good luck at Com pet smg
this season!
Hartford Girl
Hartford is Ada's home. There
she attended Weaver High and
was active in the glee club, girls
league and al that goes to make
up high school. She has one

E. Frasier To Give
Informal Lectures
Dr. E. Franklin Frasier, professor of sociology and social anthropology at Howard university, wil}
make his third visit to Connecticut college on March 11 and 12
under the auspices of the sociology and social anthropology
departments.
In a series of three informal
lectures Dr. Frasier will address
students of social anthropology
and geography
on Monday,
March 11, at 3:23 in Bill hall on
the subject, Patterns 01 Integration in the Field of Race Relations; students. of social anthropology on Monday, March 11, at
7 :30 in the Faculty lounge on the
subject of Cultural Aspects of.
Race Problems; and will discuss
Some Current Issues on Tuesday,
March 12 at 10:20 in Bill hall 112.
Dr. F~asiei
graduated
cum
laude from Howard university,
received his A.M. in sociology
from Clark university. Lecturing.
now at both Sarah Lawrence and
Columbia, his teaching
experiences include work at eleven different colleges and universities.
As a fellow of the John Simon
Guggenheim foundation, Dr. Frasier studied the negro families in
Brazil and the West Indies. Dr.
Frasier is a founding member of
the Institute International
de Estudios Afro-americanos.

Ann Shields Is Vice
President; Mary Lou
Flanagan Is Speaker
Ada Maislen, song leader 01 the
junior class, was elected president of Student Government, and
Ann Shields,
speaker
of the
House, was elected vice president
of Student Government at the allcollege elections which were held
in the faculty lounge in Fanning
hall on March 1. 98.29% of the
student body took part in the
elections and the class of '46 was
the only' class with 100% participation.
ADA MAISLEN '47
TWo of thts year's class presidents received positions in the
election. Joan Brower, president
brother who is a dental student of the junior class, was elected
at NYU. His picture is placed Chief Justice of Honor court lor
carefully on her dresser where he next year, and Mary-Louise Flancan keep careful guard over his agan, president of the sophomore
famous sister.
class, was elected Speaker of the
Along the miscellaneous
lines House.
come the following: a record case
Marian Peterson
was elected
full of albums proves a real love president of Service league, and
of music. Ada says that they're Janet Mellen, who was at the
symphonies,
and she's almost head of the sale of tickets for the
right. But a Danny Kaye album Midwinter Formal, will be next
invaded the classics somehow! year's
chairman
of entertainHer friends term Ada "an excel- ment.
lent bridge player't-e-an essential
Patricia Robinson was elected
qualification for any student and head of the Athletic association,
particularly the president of S~u. Sue Studner will be the new presG. Ada is domestic too. She kmts ident of Wig and Candle, and Vircable stitch sweaters without the ginia Pond was elected president
calamities
that confront
other of the Student-Faculty
forum.
people. You should see the blue
Jean Whitman
was
elected
one she's making now. It's a hen- chairman of the World Student
ey! A short P.S. on the sweater
committee and Lois Johnson is
knitting is that she doesn't knit the new head of Religious counthem for herself. They go up to cil
her cousins, she says. And still
A banquet for the new officers
she uses up ten nights each se- was held in Jane Addams house
mester.
Friday evening, and the out-going officers accompanied
their
Working Girl
successors.
Summers for Ada were spent
doing various jobs. She sold shoes
one summer and has done office
work too. Her occupation plans
for the post June '47 era are indefinHe, but she thinks she'd like
to do personnel work.
Well, ther«: you have her, ch~rman of cabinet and the busiest
lady on campus.
Inauguration
will come soon, and then Ada
takes up the duties which we all
have deemed her so capable of
carrying out. U congratulations
and good luck a:re appropriate,
Ada has both, multipiied
750
tim~s!

Drive For Books
Is Now Being Held
A book drive for students at
Charles university of Prague is
being held now and will termi·
nate March 15. The types of books
wanted are those dealing with science and engineering
(standa:d
works published since 1938), hIStory, biography, philosophy and
religion,' literature
and the fine
arts,
useful
standard
editions
printed within the last 25 years,
and recent editions 01 stand~d
dictionaries and encyclopedIas
published since 1915.
In each house, there is a representative of the drive who is in
charge of collecting the books.

Thursday, March 7
Set For Soup-Day
The first .Allied Children benefit meal will be served in the dormitories, on Thursday
evening,
March 7. The plan to raise a fund
to benefit European children was
passed by the student body in the
Amalgamation meeting of February 12.
.
This fund has already
been
started by Emily Abbey honse
which has been serving one less
expensive meal a week since February 9. On March 7 the Other
dormitories will begin their contribution to the fund.
The second benefit meal will be
served on M;arch 14. If the students show enthusiastic support,
it is hoped that further meals for
this purpose will be served after
vacation.

Skip Coleman Elected
To Lead Mascot Hunt
Mary "Skip" Coleman '48 was
elected chairman of the mascot
hunt at a meeting of the sophomore class held on Th ursday,
February
28 in Bill 106 at 5 :15.
Joan Brower '47, president of the
junior class, explained rules of
procedure of the Mascot Hunt ....
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CONNECTICUT .UPS
Let's JJix the Mixed HOILses!

An Editorial
We realize that there is a predominance of
freshmen in the college roll call, and that there are
often a few rooms left empty in the upper class
dorms. It is therefore quite obvious that the dorms
cannot be filled with members of only one class.
But has the problem been solved?
The set-up at Smith college could be a better
answer. Each house on that campus is composed
of an almost equal number of all four classes. Inan over-all representation of the entire student coming freshmen are asked to list their first three
choices of houses. Their houses are not all of the
body, show a decided desire for change in all but
two cases. Under the present set-up some students \ same vintage, yet the students do not object to living in even the oldest building. As a matter of fact,
feel that small groups are separated from their
they are perfectly content to spend their entire
own class and its activities and that the freshmen
four years in the same house.
feel lost when sprinkled among the upper classes.
Others say this mixing promotes goodwill among
This would not be necessary at Connecticut.
We could put room-drawing on an all-college basis
the classes.
and move from year to year if necessary.
We wonder. Can goodwill really be promoted
when freshmen are thrust into houses where wellIn this way, and in this way alone, we would
be able to abolish "dorm minorities" and give rise
defined and closely-knit groups have already been
formed? Is there the feeling of integration which
to the integration and all-college spirit which is so
was supposed to arise from this plan?
necessary on this campus.
"what do you think of the system of mixed
houses?" \Ve had a definite purpose in asking this
question in ''What Do You Think" this week. We
figured that it was about time that the comments
concerning this subject be brought out of the bull
session and into the open. Why? Because we feel
something should be done about it.
The answers in the column, while they are not

-

~

Free Speech

t-

MQ.sco

To the Editor:
Long before our mid-year exams which are
now three weeks gone, we voted in Amalgamation
to have a soup meal once a week.
With my feeble knowledge of parliamentary
law, I understood that the motion was passed in
the affirmative and therefore was ready to be put
into effect. The object was to send much-needed
money to the starving children in Europe.
Many weeks have gone by. No soup meal has
been given, no money has been sent to Europe (to
our knowledge) and nothing has resulted but a
lot of foolish bickering. Let's get the money and
send it to Europe. The how is not the issue. The
point is: LET'S GET THE MONEY AND SEND
IT TO THE STARVING CffiLDREN.
Sincerely,
Estelle Parsons

.

~

'49

Dear Editor,

"0..

What promised

to be an almost

vicious brawl

Hl.ll"'\r-

Fu.rel~ Sop j.,

o.ffo..ip' "

last Monday night with three old and weary j un-

Jors taking

a terrific

beating

from

the amassed

forces of Plant
, house resolved itself as the sophomores willingly

and cheerfully

ness to perform

their assigned duties.

cident was characterized

returned

to Hark-

CONNECTICUT_CoLLEGE NEWS

Thus ~he in-

Established

on the part of both sophs

and juniors by the mutual recognition

that Mascot

-1916

Published by the students of Connecticut College eveq' Wednesday
throughout the college year from september to June, except durmg mid-years

Hunt is fun, fair, and invariably funny without a and vacations.
Entered as second-class matter Au~st 5, 1919, at the Post Omce at
knock-out, drag-out fight.
London, Connecticut, under the act of ~rc~ 3, 1879.
.
Hail to the class of '48 and their spirit of fair
play, and may their third clue-but
not too quickly!
Harkness Junior
Member

National Advertising Service, Inc.
ColI••• P.l""iwl

We Must Take Strong Stand
And ~MakeFranco Get Out'

411:0 MADISON
CIUUIO

What do
YOU
Think

• BonOR

AVIl:.
• Lo.

Rqw.,_IM",e
NIl:W YORK.

N.

Y.

New

Associated Collegiate Press
Intercollegiate Press
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EDITORIAL ST.'\FF
Editor-in-Chief.: Bryna Samuels '46
by Mike Kraemer
three governments do not intend
Associate Editor: Jane Rutter '4S
Managing Editor: Sally Radovsky '47
by Janet McDonough
From the fray of the devastat- to interfere directly in the interSenior Editors: Betty Reiffel '46, Janet McDonough '46
and Betty Reiffer
ing world battle
against
the nal affairs of Spain.
News Editor: Norma Gross '46
Feature Editor: Mary Batt '47
forces of Fascism, Franco's fasThe protests on the part of
Department Editors: Art Editor: Jane Cope '47. sports Editor: Sarah Whitehead '49. Music Editor: Rita Hursh '48.
cistic
regime
in Spain
has France and America have had
emerged unscathed.
Ever since their repercussions.
Anti-Franco
What do you think of the
nenorters. Mary Carpenter '46, Roberta Mackey '48, Gloria Reade '48, Helene
Sulzer '48, Jean Hemmerly '47. Iris Herbits '48, Gloria Alprtn '46, Norah Midthe beginning of this dictatorship,
campaigns
spurted up all over
system of mixed houses?
dleton '46, Elizabeth McKey '47, Rhoda Meltzer '49 Clare Willard '49, June
there have been individuals and Europe, and anti-Franco demon- Jan Ookely '49: To an extent I Willlams '47, Betty Leslie '49, Norma Johnson '49 Grace Lurton '49, Marjone
'49, Edith Manasevit '49, Janice Braley '49/..'Carol Jaffa '49, Mary Meagroups who have protested its ex- strations were staged in New
think
the
freshmen
benefit Byek
gher '49, Naomi Gaberman '49, Jan Coakley '4~, Margaret Farnsworth '49,
istence-:--some by words, others York Saturday, plus protests on
from the experiences of the up- Barbara Giraud '47, Sarah Gold '46.
by action. Unfortunately, this op- the part of such organizations as
perclassrnen. They learn more Proof Readers: Betty Barry '47, Janice Damery '47 Marna Seaman '47, Sally
Carpenter '48. .
'
position did not have the strength

or force required to break Franco's grip in Spain. ,The opposition
was at a disadvantage in that its
efforts lacked sufficien t power.
There was also another factor
that blocked the opposition's efforts-individuals
or groups who
for one reason or another are
sympathetic
to the cause and
have resisted all efforts to eliminate Franco.
Last week France's admirable
actions gave renewed hope for
the overthrow of one of the remaining champions of Fascism.
Her decisive action came as are·
sult of the execution of ten Span·
ish RepUblican leaders who had
been active il\ the French Resist.
ence m9vemeJlt.
France closed
the Pyrenees border and halted
economic exchange between the
two countries.
America's response to France's
action has been termed a "middle
of the road" reaction. It is neither harsh enough to effect the
break that France desires nor
mild enough to meet the desires
of G~eat Britain.
In brief, the
Amerlcan proposal as issued by
the State department was as follows:
I

1. A formal announcement detailing Franco's aid to the Axis
and calling on him to get out.
2. A declaration that the three
governments
want
an interim
government established that will
pave the way for free democratic
elections.
3. A statement
that despite
their desire for thes~ changes, the

•

the Union for Democratic Action,
rapidly about campus and the
Art Staff: Jean Abernathy '47, Nancy Faulkner '46 Sally Duffield '46, Joan
America United for World Organcollege. From a class stand- Somer-by
'47.'
,
,
izatio.n, etc.
point, it would be better to be
BUSINESSSTAFF
It IS the hope of all freedomamong their own classmates.
Business Manager: Miriam Imber '46
loving peoples that this will not J
I I d '46' I d 't thi k lt
take the form of mere reprimand
o:-,n re an
.
on
I~ 1 Business Staff: Sue Stunner '47 Lorraine Lincoln '46 Vera .rezek '47, Lucy
Keating
'48,
Kitty
WIle
Jean Carter '49 Mary Benton '49 Selma Weiner
to a naughty child, but will lead
IS of any a~vantage to either '49 Ann Shellabarger '49,'47,
Connie BuUer '49 Norma Gabianelli "49 Zelda 8tolltz k y '47.
"
to conclusive action _ "make
class.
I think the freshmen
Advert.i8lng Mana.gers: Mary E. Cooder '46, Frances Wagner '46
,
Franco get out." It is stated in a
would have .a more normal deprotest sent to President Truman
velopmen.t If. they were not Advertising Staff: Marie Hickey '47 Joan wetssman '46 Janice Warren 47,
Ginny Giesen '48] Jennifer Judge '49 Frances O'Neil '49 Laura Allen '49,
"that the United States governthrown
m WIth the
upper
Nancy Yeagher '47, Barbara Otis '47, Marna Seaman '47, Betty Barry '47.
ment take the initiative
to end
classes.
Circulation Manager: Suzanne Levin '46
the Franco regime on the score E~izabeth Bogert '47: They par- Circulation StaJI: Jane Sapinsley '47 Patrtcta Robinson '47 Dorothy Dismukes '47, Edith Lechner '47, Dorothy Inglis '48 Jane Gardner"48 Jean Greg'
that it threatens peace and securticularly ~o~'t ",:"or:cout when ory '48, Mary Lou Coleman '48 Carol Wllson 149 Ruth Katz' '49 Mary L.OU
'49, Minette Goldsmith '49 Geprgia Gen';ig '49 Charlotte McCorkmity and to help to restore the Reyou are rmxmg juniors and sen- Brainard
dale '49.
'
,
publicans as the legitimate gov~ors with unperclass~~n:
There
ernment of the Spanish people."
IS to much of a dIVISIon between the classes and it divides
the freshmen and sophomores
from their rightful classes and
'Connecticut College
the attendant activities.
Sally
Whitehead '49: The system
Radio Programs
might work out if, as at Smith, Thursday, March 7
all the students stayed in the
Senior recital, Margery Watson.
. _ 7:30, Holmes hall
1490 kc
same house for four years. As
Botany department· lecture, Professor Naheshivari
._ _
.
it is, with just a few freshmen
.........
.. 7 :30, New London 113
thrown
in with
the upper
Wednesday, March 6, 7 :30 p.m.
classes, we are rather
lost.
Saturday, March. 9
Added to the disadvantage
of
Department
of Music.
Miss
Junior banquet.
being new to the school, we are
6 :00, Knowlton
Martha Alter will play her own
a minority of strangers among
compositions:
four Lyric Moods
people who have well formed Sunday, March 10
and two Preludes by Claude Degroups and fast friends. Then,
bussy.
. Lecture, Lleut. Oliver Jensen, "Writing to Order" .
next year, when we move to
Thursday, March 7, 4 :45 p.m.
3 :00, Reference room, LibrarY
the quad without having had a
YOUR SCHOOLS PRESENT.
Vespers, Dr. Roland N. Bainton, Yale Divinity School
_
.
chance to form a satisfactory
A musical program by the glee
group of our own, we will be at
.
:..................
_._..
7 :00, Chapel
club of the Robert E. Fitch high
even more of a loss in what is
school.
Monday, ·March 11
supposed to be our class.
Sunday, March 10, 2 :15 p.m.
Ellen Shock '49: I think it proPoetry reading .
....... 8:15, Auditorium 202
motes more goodwill between
AMERICA
WRITES
AND
Tuesday, March 12
classes.
SINGS. Student program.
Sara
Joyce Hill '46: The- present sysBest, Margaret
Healy,
Janet
Philosophy Reading group
.....7 ;00 , C'ommu t·'·
ers roo,m Fanning
106
Scott, and Rita Hursh.
See "Think"-Page
4
Cooperative I?otion picture.
.. 8 :00, Bill
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President's Chapel
Uses Drake Prayer
As Timely Subject
p esident Katharine Blunt told
r chapel audience on Monday
her ing that the prayer of Sir
~:;cis
Drake, quoted lately "in
'08 and books, has a message
1
mov
f
them as students and as memor of the world. This is "When
bers
th givest thy scrvan t s to ende~vor great matter it i.s n.ot the
b uinning but the contmumg of
~; same until finished which
ieldeth true glory." All have
~at
matter to do, Mis~ Blunt
said. This can be education,
desires for the college, hopes for
the country.
In following the end of the quotation, she ~xplaine.d that ~ne
could change plans In education
but the end of an education
should be always
followed
through to· the end. The building
program of the college and plans
for world peace should also be
carried out. She concluded, "Fix
your mind on great matters and
carry through to the end."

Five Arts Weekend To
Take Place April 19
Students
who are interested in contributing creative
prose or poetry to be read at
Five Arts weekend are requested to contact Dr. Dorothy Bethurum. Short stories,
play scripts ,sonnets, ballads,
free and blank verse are all
desired.
The selections contributed
will be judged by a committee and the best ones read at
the 'annual Five Arts Week
end, April 19.

Purpose of InterFaith Month Is To
Create Tolerance

CCRadio Will Give
Musical Series by
Miss Martha Alter
Starting
tonight, March 6 at
7 :30, Connecticut
college radio
will present Martha Alter, composer-pianist and member of the
department of music. This is the
first of a series of four broadcasts
featuring her own compositions
and those of Claude Debussy,
French impressionist composer.
From her own music, Miss Alter will give the first performance
of two groups of piano pieces
written last summer at Tuscarora
Farm as well as the complete Music of the Stratosphere composed
last winter for Connecticut College Dance group. From Debussy's music she will play six Preludes and Reftets dans l'eau.
This evening's
program
consists of "Brouillards"
and "Les
coUines d' Anacapri" by Debussy
and Four Lyric Moods: Blue
Rain, Fog-drenched,
Gray Day
and Ennui by Martha Alter.
Miss Alter's second program -on
March 13 will include her Rondo
from Sonata No. 3 (1941) and
two works by Debussy: "Les sons
et les parfums tournent dans 1'.
air du sotr" (Baudelaire)
and
"Reflets dans I'eau."

Of Cabbages and Things
by Bettsey l\lcKey '47

'there comes a time io every
blithe young soul's life when she
is questioned about the Future
(capitalized, please, and to be observed
with a dewy, drooling
glance). Of course, there are always those who dismiss some
poor struggler's future with a callous "She hasn't any!", but we
can dismiss these blights on the
social escutcheon by saying that
they probably haven't any, either,
and are just being vindictive.
With those people who are
prone to burble about the Future,
the next catch phrase is inevitably a fatuous, "And what better
place than college, hmmm?" You
all know how it goes, the trite old
twaddle. But since we are at college while the provocative question is put, let us get on with the
twaddJe.
Investigation
proves
beyond
the shadow of a doubt that among
us there are two main approaches
to the dreadnaught
question of
the Future.
The first approach
finds its exponents among those
who trudge from the hallowed
hans armed with books; the ad-

vocates of the second, skip lightly
through the peerless
portals
armed with diamonds (third finger left you-know-what}.
Lest you feel that I am being
too arbitrary in this matter, it is
significant to note in this connection that only the other day I ran
across five juniors
on campus
singing, 'I wanna get married,"
.while, as soon as my diamond
dazzled eyes had reaccustomed
themselves to the dull light of the
sun, I stumbled against a bespectacled trio of seniors, chanting,
"Books, books-the
pen is mightier than the rolling pin-All
the
thinkers say so!"
If this is not sufficient proof,
you will find that in some rooms
there are cookbooks and in others
textbooks, while the clarion call
which lures all dutiful little college women toward the Future is
"The Kitchen . ~. or The Career?"

tiy Margaret Farnsworth
During Inter-faith month, students were given the opportunity
to become acquainted with four
different
religions.
The Greek
branch of the Eastern Orthodox
church was represented by FathE'J;/;
er Leonidas Contos, Judaism by
Rabbi pavid
Polish, Protestant•
V
,ism
by Dr. Arnold Look, and
"I.'
S Roman Cathoilcism by Father
Damasus Winzen a.s.B.
The dates for the Wig and Cani' The purpose' of Ln t e r-f a it h
dle production of the spring play
month IS to create tolerance, muhave been set for March 22 and 23.
by Sally Radovsky
tual respect, good-will, friendliThe play, A Doll's House, by HenSmith college played host, this ness, and understanding
for the
rick Ibsen, deals psychologically
past weekend, to members of the four faiths. This is accomplished
with the character
development
editorial staffs of various college by having contact with these
of a wife from submission to her
newspapers. The occasion was the men and learning about them and
by Jane Worthington
husband's domination to her final
first annual New England News- their faiths. There is value in reo by Roberta Mackey
Traditional criticism speaks of independence of him. The action
..
dl
.
hi
h
.
Friday
night's
competitive
paper conference, and the events Jrgrous
ISCUSSIon,w IC IS acThe Trojan Women as being a takes place in the late nineteenth
included an inaugural
dinner at complished by talks with each plays demonstrated that the col- tragic pageant rather than a dra- century, and parallels the feminWiggin's Tavern, conferences of representative
after the vesper lege will lose a great amount of matic tragedy, That criticism has ist movement.
smaller groups interested in par- service.
talent with the graduation of the been recently challenged, but is is
The feminine lead, Nora HelOcular phases of newspaper
Usu~:111y,
there is one topic giv- senior class in June, but indica- a criticism which probably would mer, will be played by Margaret
work, and social gatherings in the en to the speakers, so that ali can ttons were also given that the never have become established if Healy '46 with Pat Sloan '48 as
dorms of Smith and Amherst. get different views on the subject. freshman class may have some it did not contain a good deal of understudy.
The character
of
The later college was co-sponser This year each man was allowed very satisfactory
substitutes
to truth.
It may be that the pag-I Mrs. Linden will be played by
of the 'conference which was at. to give his own opinions on any offer. The plays were of a widely eantry does not determine
the Joan Jacobson
'46, Margaret
tended by representatives
tram subject.
divergent
nature,
but both
'49, understudy;
that
H
d
showed excellent acting and pro- structure of the playas much as Farnsworth
Bowdoin, Dart;outh,
arv-tir l' Father Contos
duction ability. The seniors had has been thought, but it is, at of Anna, by Joan Whalen '47, and
in Doris Lane '47 as understudy;
Massachuse~ts
tate, Mount
0 Father
Contos brought
with the advantage of several years of least, of unusual importance
yoke, RadclI~e, Vassar, Well~sley him six men of the Theological working together in which they comparison to the other elements that of Ellen by Julienne Shinn
and ~rr;CtI~t.1
Thoug0~~mceseminary. C.C. was unique among were able to ferret out their best in the play. For this reason The '49 with Emily Nicholson '49 as
.
ton,
... ,
es eyan,
1 lams, colleges in the country for hav- talent,
so their play was under- Trojan Women is an exceptional- understudy.
Torvald Helmer, the dominant
and Yale wer~ unable to send del- ing this honor of hearing them, standably
somewhat
more fin- ly good play from which to draw
a single scene, and certainly the husband, will be played by Robert
egate~ to thIS· first conference,
because it is extremely difficult ished than that of the freshmen.
senior class showed a wise dis· Cullen. The part of Dr. Rank will
they m~end to be represented
at for these men to leave the semi- The latter, however,
showed
in making it their be filled by Hubert Ryan. The
succeedmg conferences.
nary. It is likely that most C.C. much promise of being a worthy crimination
has not
The delegates
from the CC students would never have had successor to the graduating class. choice for the Competitive play. part of Nills Krogstad
Dramatic action being of minor yet been filled.
N~ws-the
editor and managing
the opportunity
to hear
the
importance, there was less feel• --------editor-attended
conferences
on Greek music and Byzantine chant Play is Artistically POlished
•
•
editorial policy and make· up, and had not the service been brought
That Greek drama need not be ing that the scene had been
M_
heard talks
given by SaI?uel to the college. Therefore, C.C. is merely a dead classical affair to roughly, hewn from an organic
Sharkey. of the New York TImes ~ery fortunate
in having had be read from a book, was proved whole. There in Iront of you was
and ASSIstant Professor Robeson Father Contos come during Inter- by the seniors' presentation. of the spectacle, and what action
B~iley of Smith. At the inaugural
faith month. .
The TroJan WomeIl The anCIent had gone before, or what would I
dmner, M~.Sharkey, a me~ber
Rabbi Polish spoke on What' play was as vital as any modern come after, were questions that by Nellie Hasson
The Sunday
Herald Tribune
of the foreIgn desk of the TImes, Does Judaism Stand For? He told one could be and held the close gave you little concern_
was the most popular paper on
stressed the impor:tance o~ the the basic principles of the Jewish attention of the audience from be- Striking Spectacle
.
.
campus this week as students
college newspaper m the lIfe. of religion in connection with recent ginning to end. The production
The spectacle WhIch. the semors rushed to skim the big write-up
both the college and the natIOn. and present persecution of the was extremely artistic and so polpresented was exceptIOnally fine. and pictures of Connecicut col·
The college newspaper,
he said, Jews throughout the world.
ished that it would be wofthy of The arrangement
of the stage,
.
.
the lighting, and the color and l~ge, on Its educatIOn p~ge. Fun·
has a definite responsibility
to reo
Dr. Look's subject, "The Atom- perform8:nce anywhere.
events
fleet student opinion objectively, ic Bomb was the most specific
The seniors have a large fund line of the costumes made a strik- mes and home town SOCI.al.
To say too.k second place. WlllI~m G.
and to be ~aiI' .in its treatmen~ of speech. 'Tying
Christianity
in of talent in such actresses as Meg ingly beautiful picture.
controversIal Issues. Mr. BaIley with the Atomic age, he gave the Healy, Sara Best, Harriet Kuhn, that the picture should have had AVIrett, .who wrote the all Impol'.
.
tant article, came to the campus
spoke on the problems of the stu- attitude
of the Protestants
to- and Gloria Frost, who have been more m?tlon
IS.'p~rhaps, to ~ake
f
th C II
Publi it ass 1dent desirous
of entering
the wards one of the vital issues of for some time the backbone of the a. carpmg
cntlclsm,
especIally a~ron ~e~ti~:e and ...~a/ gre~~y
~ewspaper
business.
He men- the world today.
school's dramatics.
Meg, in par- SInce the scene w"7s so br~ef that impressed with the campus. Afttlo~~d the difficulties involved in
Father 'Winzen talked on the ticular,
outdid
herself
Friday there was hardly tIme for It to be. t
t ti 11
d er talk' mg WI'th M rs. FI oy,d pu b
WrItmg for a controlled press or value' of .public worship for lIf? night as Andromache. Her voice come a PI~
ure s a ca y pose . licity director of the college, he
on S~Ch narrow topic~ as :"0I?en's Thus, aJthough there was no par- carried
the proper amount
of But I belIeve that more could decided to write up the college
fashi~ns, and asked If hIS lIs.ten- ticular topic assigned, each speak- emotion throughout
the scene, have been made ~f the chorus; esp 'alJy its present
building
~'S stIll wan~ed to b~ jO,~rnalIst~; er gave his listene:s an ins.ight and when her baby was taken some movement mlght well have
eCI
.d
d th t
Id h
program.
he answer IS, he saId, You do, into the genius of hIS own faIth.
from her, her grief seemed genu- bee
n pro uce
a ~ou
ave
The Tribune article points up
for, he went on; there is much
ine without being too melodrasug~ested, however slightly, the Miss Blunt's plans for the new in
satisfaction
in newspaper
work.
,
matico Many actresses
find it
dar;ce of t~e Gre~k chorus. firmary. The story of the ground
Furthermore,
Professor
Bailey Consumers
ooperahve hard to cry naturaily, but Meg ac- poetICSee
Worthington
-Page
4 breaking shovel which has a gold
said, there are numerous
oppor· To Hold Meeting Here
complished it with no apparent
band for each of the eleven build
tunities for benefitting others in
. 't d t attend difficulty.
ings for which it has been used is
thi s fie Id .
Students are
fng IDVIe
of the 0
Consum·
Sara Best as Hecuba was excel- Junior Banquet March 9
told, too. A history of the college
At the
smaller
conferences
an ,oben mre~i~e of New London lent. She was able to mourn for Will End Mascot Hunt
and some of its traditions
are
Which followed the dinner more erhs. hOo~~ ~e held in Bill hall at the city and to sympathize warmThe "'Junior banquet
will be briefly described.
specific problems such as hoW to W IC WI
March 12 A color Ily with Andromache without losheld at Know1ton on Saturday,
obtaiiI closer relations
between 8:00 dP.mfiJ·
onup from the Earth, ing her regal dignity. Such unMarch 9, at 6:00. This banquet
the
business
and
editorial
staffs
soun
m,
al
ti
th
h
f
w
dl
be presented as part of the usu Jina~on as. . e spedecthestrrom marks the end of Mascot Hunt, Margery Watson To Give
ti
ere
scussed. This particular
The film which gives a ree mg pOSI on an
e ansand at this time the replica of the First Sr. Piano Recital
problem was solved at Massachu- p~ogr:m'
f the g;owth of mid- ition between that position and a
class gift will be shown and memo
o
se~ts State by the marriage of the t e s ory il cooperatives in this standing one are particularly
dif·
Al Holmes Hall Thurs.
edItor and the business manager!
western 0
fi cu It, b u t S ara was a bl e t 0 bers of the committee will be rebeen
highly
recomMargery Watson '46 will pre·
veaJed.
The
sophomores
will
also
h
Many valuable ideas were ex- country,
as
achieve grace and poise.
present
the
clues
they
have sent the first senior piano recital
Changed during (he conference m~sded~rt of its activities, the
'~arriet Kuhn's voice was well found and guess the names of of the season at Holmes hall on
and much was accomplished
toP,
Cooperative of New SUIted to her part as leader of the
the committee members.
All jun· Thursday, March 7, at 7:30 p.m.
wards th e mam
. '. purpose 0f the Consumers
d
h
been running a groc- chorus, an d th e ch orus I'tself iors are asked to wear heels and Miss Watson, this year's presi·
conference series-the
creation of Lon on as t 23 Connecticut av- should be particularly praised for
suits or afternoon dresses to the dent of Student Government, is a
a formal I'In k b e t ween th e ne·ws ery store
"t
Th' a store is noW bemg
I scamp Ie t'te um y, especla. IIy aft pupil of Mrs. Eleanor Cranz.
Papers of the New England col- enue.
IS
Hill
See "Mackey"-Page
5 banquet.
eges.
moved to Quaker
.
J

Edi
d BY
nuors u':J~e
Colleg~ate orum
Exchange 01 Ideas

Ibsen Play Chosen
By Wig and Candle
As Spring Vehicle

Seniors and Freshmen Lauded
For Compete Play Productions

H~story Of C. C.
In Sunday Tribune

C
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paDchanan Naheshivari
Makes Botany Research
suhject of Talk Ma~. 7
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Family Needs Are Important
Factor When Planning Horne
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The Union Bank & Trust
Co. of ew London, Conn.

Trust and Commercial Depts.
er only ten days' practice. Gloria
15S YEARS OF SERVICE
prajsal
ot
the
sizes
at
famili~"
Frost, perhaps, did not do herself by Miss ~fiIdred Burdett
authOrIty
Most of you who are on the eve which the housing
justice as the Greek soldier. Her
of establishing
homes of your claims to be unique in attempting
movements were somewhat stiff,
own are deeply concerned with to accommodate Iarnilies of vartand her voice lacked the compas- the problem of finding that castle ous sizes without overcrowding.
YEllOW CAB
includes single
sion that her words expressed. in the air about which you have The community
PHONE 4321
detached dwellings
of different
Joan Jacobson as the sea god set dreamed for a long time. If you sizes, some of which are cornIn Mr. Naheshivari,
one of the the mood of the play well.
have studied housing reports or
posed of six to seven rooms 101
world authorities ?n the embryolThe play was a triumph for the have even glanced at the daily pa- larger families; in addition there
gy of sea' plants, IS now on leave production department as well as pers, your first impulse may be to
is a large central elevator apart~ostudy in the United St~tes ~d for the actresses.
The lighting, hitch your covered wagon to a ment building. whose three-room
Hughie Devlin's
is working at Harvard untverstty.
star and set out for the great
under Doris Mellman's direction
units are planned for the small
After the lecture, the department
was perfectly planned and exe: open spaces on the moon. Under families. According to the report,
Ringside
Restaurant
will hold open house.
cuted, the brilliant white light on sober second thought you will there are ample recreational
fa169 Bank Street
keep
your
feet
on
the
ground,
for
_--------~----I
the sea god being particularly efcilities for young and old and spafective. The setting, designed by here the prospects, however dark, cious grounds surrounding
NOW SERVING
the
Mallove's
Sally Duffield, was deceptively are brighter than those on other buildings.
Charcoal Broiled
simple, for a great deal of plan- planets.
Record Department
It may be expedient to accept Physical and Socia] Needs
ning must have gone into the lay74 STATE STREET
• Steaks
Equally as important
as the
out of the walls of Troy to make whatever shelter is available, alWe carry the very latest classical
• Chops.
and popular Victor, Columbia,
. the scene both beautiful and prac- though this house may have no provision for physical and social
• Chicken
Decca, Capitol, Sonora and
resemblance
to
the
one
which
you
needs
of
your
family
is
the
contical. Nancy Faulkner's
artistic
Okeh records
J,OBSTEB
AND SEA FOOD
anticipated
entering
as
a
bride.
sideration
of features
of the
direction was apparent throughOF ALL KU-'DS
out, especially in such details as The experience of managing your house which will contribute to the
under less desirable smoothness of operation of your
the arrangement of the women of household
may prove to be household-the
orientation
and ~~""'''''''''''''''''''''"." ,,'''', ,'',,
Troy on the stage, and in the au- circumstances
, ''''' :
thenticity of the entire produc- exceedingly fruitful in planning coordination of rooms, the ease of
for
your
permanent
home.
Durcirculation
throughout
the house.
tion. The seniors' farewell offerWednesday·
Saturday
ing was truly worthy of the class, ing this interim, plans may be the convenience and adequacy of
Deanna Durbin; Cha s. Laughton
'
and few would dispute the judges' made more intelligently tor the work areas.
Because of Him
future ownership or rental of the
award of first place.
These.
amongst
other desirable
Franchot Tone
129 State Street
The freshman presentation
of type of dwelling which will be a details of construction,
will reSmooth as Silk
the third act of Our Town was an real satisfaction to you and your duce the time and effort involved
impressive entrance for that class family.
in the accomplishment
of the rouStarting Sunday
• Silk Underwear
into the school's dramatic scene. Practical Planning
tines of homemaking.
Dick Powell
The performance showed a polish
If
you
do
find
yourself
in
a
Be mindful that the functional
Cornered
• Kayser Hose
that would be commendable
in aspects of housing are frequently
makeshift
situation
for a time,
River Boat Rhythm
any class but is particularly
un- sacrificed for the aesthetic. Wom- here is the chance for a systemat• Negligees
usual for freshmen. Their choice en particularly
features,
are criticized for ic study of architectural
of a play was a happy one, for their selection of various house- good or inferior, which will influthey avoided the mistake of last hold commodities on the basis of ence your ultimate
choice. In- :. "',"""""'"" "'""" , "".,,,,,,,, ,,,,, ,,",,
year's freshmen by choosing an their visual appeal. This criticism stead of marking time, make it a
act that needed no revision or an- may hold true also when a style period of opportunity.
tecedent explanation.
By elimi- of architecture is chosen which is
_
Wed~esday ~Thursday
nating the job of scenery-making
beautiful but is highly impractiPrivate World
and prop-hunting they were able cal so far as efficiency in home- USSA Forum Postponed
Charles Boyer; Claudette Colbert
to spend aU their efforts on the making is concerned.
A GENTLEMAN
A:FTER DAnK
acting and were rewarded by tyThe primary
function of the Until Later in Spring
Brian Donlevy ; Miriam Hopkins
ing with the sophomores far sec; house is to fulfill the basic reThe USSA forum on World
Friday. Monday
ond place.
quirements
of your own family.
Government.
scheduled
lor
Barbara Bohman, as the stage As Hilda Smith, former head of
Swing Para de 0f 1946
manager, captured very well the the Federal Public Housing AuTuesday, March 12, has been
Phil Regan; Gale Storm
'Connie Boswel-l
breezy attitude of that character
postponed to a later date.
thority, once said, "Housing
is
STRA.NGE
OF UNCLE
and seemed completely at ease on people." Too often there is eviGeo. Saunders; Ella Raines
the stage. As a man she' was un- dence of the lack of consideration
of family requirements
in the r;:;;::;;;;::;;;;::;;;;::;;;;::;;;;::;;;;::;;;;::;;;;::;;;;::;;;;::;;;;::;;;:;;;;;
~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~'
convincing-we
were
always
fi
aware that a girl was speakingcompleted
structure.
A recent
but perhaps in an all-girl produc- statement by the Hartford Houstion the lack of men for the male ing authority emphasizes further
A
parts should just be accepted. the need for "greater livability"
C. C.
Muriel Phipps as Emily was very in future homes-additional
play
128 State Street
sweet and young, but her voice space for children, larger 'living
Best Friend
and face lacked expression
or rooms, and expansion of storage
Featuring ...
feeling for the metaphysical
as- space in all units.
pect of the play. It would be nice
Campus Casuals
Evidence,
in one quarter
at
to see her in some future play in least, of attention to the need 101'
in our sportswear dept.
an ingenue 'Part.
greater livability appears in the
Special mention should go to city of Boston's first post-war low
EXCLUSrvE
~~H
us
Victoria Simes for her portrayal
rental project. The plan for this
SHAGGY
of Mrs. Gibbs. Her patient voice housing development is based upSHETLANDSWEATERS \ and manner were excellent. The on a so-called "accurate pre-aprest of the dead people were very
Dry perfume makes your
good, especially in the conversafavorite
Roger & Gallet
tions about the weather, although
some of the New England accents
frogrance
go farther. Its
were more in the nature of a
tantalizing scent is released
We Have
Southern drawl.
gradually when patted diIn this play also the stage manThat
rectly on warm skin. A dash
agement and direction were notably good, and the lighting conPersonality
in the hem of your dance
tributed much to the atmosphere.
dress fills the oir with tcdeHat
The mourners
were' very well
less perfume. Doused inside
done, and the realistic touch of
water on their umbrellas was deyour blouse, the effect is
lightful. The ~reshmen's first perreally terrific! Use it requformance augurs well for Conlorly-r-in 011woys-r-just like
necticut's
dramatics
during the
next few years.
liquid perfume.
i-·",,,,,,,,",,,,, .."',,,," ..' ...".II"''''''''''''"''''' ....lIl
Six exciting scent'

On March 7 at 7:30 p.m. In New
don hall 113, the botany deLontrnent will present Professor
par chanan Naheshivari
of the
ranversity of Dacca, India, who
DOl
ill lecture on tht·"S
e OPIC,
orne
~¥:~~."Of Botannical
Research
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The Style Shop

Girl's

Q

Starr Bros.
Drug Store

I

Terrific'
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•.. NiahtofOeliaht
.. l=leurs d' Amou'.'
BII,l\tCllrnlltion ..
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IIlndViolette, ",iced
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·WINDMILL INN
Across the Bridge -

Irving Dean, Mgr.

Groton

Tel. 24959

He'll

Famous for

SEA FOOD
• Steaks
• Chops
• Chicken.
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Dy BOND
Free booklet: "WARDROBE TRICKS".

YOUR

FAVORITE

COCKTAIL

Write Judy Bond, Inc .• Dept A, 1375 B'way, N. Y. 18

ROGER & GAllET

CONNECTICUT

by Sally Whitehead

"It's spring again, and birds on
the wing again, start to sing
again an old melody" - not "I
love you," but "please don't forget
to sign up for your spring sport
this week!' All those interested
In riflery will he happy to know
that A.A. has been able to secure
enough ammunition to add rifle
practice to tile list of spring
sports once again. The usual
archery, tennis, golf, softball, and
hockey will also be offered, and if
you haven't
already
done so,
please be sure and get yourself
over to the gym this week and
make your selection.

will continue to keep up your
swimming for next year's team.
BadmInton
The results of the" first interclass badminton
matches
have
now' been posted. In the juniorfreshman game, Barbara French
'49 and Ruth Lauser '49 took the
first and second singles, while
Mary Ellen Luff and Martha Stevens, both '47, toppled the freshmen in the doubles tourney.
In
the se n to r-s oph omo r e match,
Donna Williams '48 won the first
singles, Sally Carpenter '48, second singles, and Kate Niedecken
'46 and Bernice Teitgen '46 kept
the seniors in the running by being victorious in their matches.
Last evening the seniors challenged the freshmen,
and the
sophomores had to take on the
juniors in what could have easily
resulted in a very,JJloody contest.
But .unfortunately this will go to
press before I can get the results
of the, numerous
casualties
as
well as the various scores. The
inter-class
games will be completed on March 14. at which time
nets will be set up with the seniors versus the juniors, and sophomores against the freshmen.

(Continu6J
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spoke her part in a grave and dignilled way. She maintained a kind
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Announcers Chosen F
Mr. John Lee of U.A.C • Radio Staff Next Yearor
To Interview Seniors
Julienne Shinn '49, Barbar
Miller '49, Mary Lee Gardn ~ J.
er 49
and Elizabeth
Stuart
'48
'
were
chosen ,as announcers
for -th
Connecticut
college radio
e
.
programs f or th e remaInder of th
year and for the 1946-47 term. e

SENIORS!
Sara Best in the role of Hecuba, and Margaret Healy in the
role of Andromache, both gave
performances
that well attested
their dramatic skill. sara Best

March

Remember

March 13

Interviews and tea

with Mr. John Lee
•
of the

UNITED AIRCRAFT
CORPORATION

-==============

of formality and distance that
one thinks of as being proper to a _
Queen. Margaret Healy allowed
more feeling to enter her dia(Continued from Page Two)
logue: her voice has a warmth
and a quality peculiarly fitted to
express the pathos that was retern is particularly
bad since
quired of her role. Gloria Frost
one group, usually the younger
as TaIthyhius played the part of
the sympathetic conqueror. Her
one, is always in a minority. In
speeches clearly emphasized the
the natural course of events
theme of the play, and made
they are apt to become the lost
more impressive the awfulness of
women on campus.

---------

_

Ennis Shop

ThinK

230 State Street;
Hats Made

to Order

i -------------

__

Turner's

Flower Shop

Incorporated
27 Main St., New London

Specialize in
Corsages - Fall 'Decorations
Jean Harold '47: It isn't fair to
Director Praised
the underclassmen
to thrust
SwImmIng
The pageantry, the acting, and
them in the middle of close
Every Monday night in the
Regal Fur Shop
the theme all helped to make the
groups. Being new and youngCoast Guard pool about fourteen
performance
a moving one, and
Remodeling, ;Relining, Repairing
er
they
would
feel
restrained
C.C. girls have been practicing
one which fully deserved the reanyway. This way, through no
New coats made to your measure_
hard in preparation for the swimments--Cleaning and GlaZing
ward which it received. Nancy
fault on either side. they are
ming meet with Vassar, which is
33 Main Street
Faulkner is to be especially comapt to be completely left out of
to be held at Poughkeepsie
on
mended for her able direction of
STORAGE
Phone 6749
the
dormitory
part
of
campus
March 16. From this group, four
the play; all the praise that has
life.
will be picked to represent the
here been given the performance
college at the meet, and their
Norah Midd'leton
'46: Mixed
implies a praise of the direction.
Telephone 2-2619
names will be published in next
houses would be fine if they
For their Competitive play the
week's issue, To all the other
would really mix. As it is now
freshmen chose a scene from the
Red Rose
girls who have-tried out for the
they tend rather to separate.
last act of Thornton Wilder's Our
team, we extend our thanks and
Town. The play itself is a tour de
the minority floating on t0P a~
Restaurant
appreciation, and hope that you
if just waiting to be skimmed
force, and each performance of it
James Wong, Mgr.
calls for considerable ingenuity.
off. I rather like to browse
Chinese and American
around in the different classes
The freshmen
responded
with
Basketball
ease. They played out their roles
and would like to see a sattsCooking
The freshmen beat the juniors on an empty stage, and succeeded
factory system worked out.
39-29 last night. Other games are in making
The
Eating
Place of
Grovers Corners a
Olympia Tea Room
as follows:
Pleasant Memory
very real place. The funeral pro- Ronnie Hetland '49: Really mixed
March
11--4 :20 - seniors
vs. cession was especially well dlhouses would be much better
14 Main St., New London
sophomores
than the present system of segrected: the blind and living hudregating
just
a
few
of
one
dled together in a dark corn~r unMarch 13--7:00 - sophomores
", ........"""""'·""· ....""",,,·,,,,,,,,"',,,,,,,,,,u,;
r"
vs. freshmen. juniors vs. seniors
house and exiling them in an
der a mass of black umbrellas,
March 20--7:00 - juniors vs. while the wise dead sat quietly by
almost solid group from anether class.
sophomores, freshmen vs. seniors under a clear and open light.
For Drug Store Needs
Don't forget, all you spectators,
,Ann Riley '47: It is unfair when
Sensitive Portrayals
The Mode~n Corselry
to come and cheer your classthere
is
a
minority
scattering.
Barbara Bohman as the stage
Elizabeth Arden
mates
in these games.
They
243 State Street
That is not really
mixing
manager gave a remarkably good
Lentheric - Yardley's
might
need
your
support.
New London, Conn.
houses.
It
is
also
unfair
when
performance.
She walked about
Dorothy Grey - Max Factor
we have to move every year.
Modem Dance
the stage easily and naturally,
Vassarette Girdles ---, Formfit
Cosmetics
Margot Grace '47, manager of her speech had a correct leisureFlexees - Holywood Bras liness,
and
her
timing
of
word
modern
dance,
has
asked
me
to
Vanity Fair Lingerie - SeamFWWERS
The
tell each and everyone
of you and gesture was excellent. Muriel
prufe Slips -'- Kaymore Robes
Bouquets and Corsages
fair lassies who take dance to be Phipps as Emily played well a
Nichols & Harris Co.
Tommtes'
Pajamas
Joan
sure and come to the informal difficult role. Her movement was
Kenley Blouses Suits Fellman & Clark'
119 State SI.
gathering of all the dance classes, light and graceful,
and she
Skirts - Sweaters
Florists
beginning through advanced, at showed an ability to convey a
Phone 3857
168 State St., New London
Knowlton on March 25. The af- good deal of feeling. Actually all
fair will begin at 4 :30 sharp, and the characters were well played,
it is rumored that there will also and played with a fine sense of
be a country dance exhibition at the whole scene. All I carl do here
WE CARRY
Varsity
the same time. Guests are wel- is to commend especially, from
come, too, says Margot. so come among the minor Characters, the
MacGregor-Goldsmith
of Victoria Simes,
on along and "let's dance" or just performances
•
watch,
if
you
prefer.
Georgia
Risk,
Bobby
Miller,
and
Spalding
from
Sharon McLean. The parts played
Wilson
by Julienne Shinn and Jan CoakMarch 4 Poetry Reading ley were less perfectly fitted into
SPORTS EQUIPMENT
the whole, the bitterness
of SiPrompt Delivery
Of 17-18 ~entury Works mon., Stimson being somewhat
To Be Read at 8:15 p.m. overemphasized, and the natural
104 State Street
behavior
of Mrs, Webb being
The 'Old Fashion Up-to-Date Hardware Store
At another in the series of po- slightly' distorted
Phones 5800 and 5960
by the sharp
C. REID HUDGINS, President and General Marrag'ee
etry reading which will be held cutting of the play. But if these
Cor. Stale and N. Bank
Phone 5361
on Monday, March 4 at 8 :15 p.m. are faults, they are the faults of
in the auditorium 202, representathe play, not of thy: actors.
tive works of the late seventeenth
The direction of Estelle Parand
early
eighteenth
century
will
Otto Aimetti
sons was certainly able and cor.
be read.
recto Her direction gave the scene
Recent Connecticut College Graduates
Ladies' and Gentlemen's
Ann Perriman '49 and Julienne movement, tone, and style. From
Shinn '49 will read from Essay on the class of 1949, I think we may
Tailor
Man and The Rape of the Lock expect many good things.
Train for a career in aptitude with the
Specializing in
by Popel and Margaret Healy '46
Ladies' Tailor-made Dresses
will read Ode to Simplicity and
Coats and Suits
\
Ode to Evening by Collins. Ki tty
JOHNSON O'CONNOR RESEARCH
Made to Order
t Oplatek '47 will discuss the poFOUNDATION
ems.
Fur Remodeling a Specialty
Make
Students are asked to watch
Over Kresge's 25c Store
11 E. 6211d Street, New York 21, N. Y.
for a possible change of time
86 State Street
which
will
be
announced
at
a
IatPhone 7395
~ELLOlVSHIP BASIS, $85.00 A MONTH
er date.
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Flowers

Fisher's

The G. M. Williams Co.

l
I

Kaplan Luggage Shop

National Bank of Commerce

Your
Gift Headquarters
China

Glass

Established 1852

Agen ts for Mark Cross

New London, Connecticut

Ask forSpecial Check Book for College Students
Member Federal Deposit Insurance

Corp.

•
•
•

Gloves
Handbags"
?mall Leather 'Goo~s

See our variety of laundry
cases for mailing

Lamps

Silver
Unusual Gifts

L. LEWIS & COMPANY
Established 1860

State and Green Streets
NEW LONDON, CONN,
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Caught on Campus

finance purchases abroad during
the early years of the war.
Charges for carrying goods in
the British merchant
marine
were another important source of
funds
but war losses have reduced' the British merchant fleet
from 22 to 16 million deadweight
tons. Since the American merchant fleet grew rapidly during
the war, England's merchant marine will occupy a smaller place
in world trade in the postwar
years.
The burden of payment for imports thus will rest more heavily
upon the exporting of merchandise than it did before the war.
According to British estimates,
exports
must increase 50% or
more in order to provide imports
in the prewar volume. However,
export industries were curtailed
or converted during the war. Reconversion and modernization of
these industries will take time.

Tum about is fair play, and it the pursuit is on. The couple disIs now time lor us to write up the apear in the direction of East
engagement of the girl who has house, but the screams of anger
written up the engagements of so and anguish continue tor some
many others. The lucky lady is time, then silence and mystery
Mibby Batt '47, who has just re- cloak the outcome of the battle.
turned from an engaging vaca•
•
tion in Florida. The equally lucky
A lesson to all students to keep
gentleman is Lt.tj.g.I Arnell B.
Taylor, of the Annapolis class of their rooms clean lies in the
1945. From here on out, the plans ghastly experience of Ann wetbof this happy couple take on the erald, Harkness house, who saw
pink haze of a fairy story. They her pet pair of nylons and the
intend to be married the second morning's Herald Tribune disapweek in Septembexjmd will go to pearing into the maw of a vacuo
articles
just
Bermuda on their honeymoon. In urn cleaner-said
November, Mibby and AB are mi- happened to be in the path of the
grating to Hawaii where Lt. Tay- vacuum cleaner as it swept across
lor will be stationed at Pearl Har- her rug. Ann is now wondering
bor. Mibby is going to take up what would happen if she were
residence in a little white house lying on the rug during the morn- Financial Problem
The financial problem
is Inon Wakiki beach from which she ing cleaning orgy!
creased by the 14 billion dollars
will commute to the University
•
of Hawaii.
It doesn't sound bad,
of sterling balance, or shor-t-term
The third to announce her en- debts, growing out of British milMibby, and we'd just as soon buy
overseas and
that dream too. From the News gagement this past weekend is itary expenditures
starr, who will miss your Inlrnit- Barbara Morris '46. Her fiance is owed chiefly to countries within
able wit, the best of luck and hap- John Jopson, a Sergeant in th'l= her Empire. These balances have
Army who has recently been pro- been "blocked," and restrictions
piness to you both.
moted to civilian status.
As a on their use cannot be removed
• • •
sergeant, John served in China at 'once, for the drain of Ifunds
Lee Minter also returned this with the 14th Air force but now from England would be far too
weekend with a diamond. Her fi- that he is a civilian he plans to heavy.
ance is Ensign
Ri chard Good, return to college to get his degree
The United Kingdom therefore
U.S.C.G. Lt. Good, a native of in electrical engineering.
Plans faces a most difficult situation.
Maine, graduated from the Coast for the wedding are a bit indefin- Merchandise exports will be low
Guard academy in 1944. The cou- ite as they must fit in with the ed- in spite of efforts to speed their
ple hope to be married sometime
ucational program.
expansion, and other sources of
du.ring the summer.
Dick has
funds for paying for imports
served in the Pacific and is now
have been greatly reduced.
stationed on a cutter operating
Should temporary financial aid
out of Norfolk. Lee and Dick met
to Britain be refused, the alternathrough Lee's roommate,
Mary
tive is the exercise of strict con<Continued from Pa,(o One)
Carpenter,
and her fiance Jack
trol of British imports, exports,
McCann, who is also a graduate
and foreign
exchange
transacof the Coast Guard academy.
some 41i billion dollars of foreign tions. This alternative is clearly
investments
by Great Britain to contrary to American hopes and
•
A group of seniors were sitting
in a room in Freeman quietly conversing one day when their tetea-tete was interrupted
by the
rather breathless apparition of an
underclassman.
The apparition
breathed hard for a moment and
then asked the owner of the room
if she had by any chance wri tten
a philosophy paper on religion.
The request being rather an odd
one, a further explanation
was
requested.
The apparition
expounded as follows, "A friend of
mine from Radcliffe just called
me. She is getting married on
Saturday and has a philos. paper
due next week and she wanted
me to see if I could round one up
for her."

•

• •

Lt. Oliver Jensen the
To Speak March 10
Lieut. Oliver Jensen, USN, WIll
speak on Wr-iting to Order, ~n
Sunday, March 10 at 3:00 p.m. In
the reference room of the Iibrary.
Lieut, Jensen, a Yale graduate
and the son of Mr. Jensen of the
department of English at ConJ?ecticut college, was a ~taff wn~er
and motion picture editor on LIfe
magazine before his ~nlistmen!.
He wrote the book entitled CaITIer War at the request. of the
Navy and it is from this book
that the picture Fighting Lady
was made.

--------
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Savard Bros.
- SPAULDING LOAFE:RS
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BROWN-WHITE
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Perry & Stone Jewelers Since 1865
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and Jewelry Repair
State Street
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cooperation.
In making the loan to. the
--,
United Kingdom, the
unt te d
Meet at ...
States is therefore not alone reno
dering aid to an ally (and in fact
the loan may be considered a
kind of retroactive lend-lease) but
For Real Italian Spaghetti
it is also implementing the relax- •
and Ravioli
ation of British
governmental
control and regulation of trade.
BIRTHDAY CAKES
Because of the key position of the
ON REQUEST
United Kingdom in international
trade and finance, the agreement
is an important step away from
52 Truman Street
the trade restrictions \ and exPhone 5805
change controls that,would divide ..

Dante's

I

II

j

ARRANGE YOUR PARTIES
at the

LIGHTHOUSE INN

Loan

• •

world into economic bloc

,,:atch
plans for international

46

19

Private dining room for banquets and parties
with the best food in the nicest atmosphere

NEWLY DECORATED COCKTAIL LOUNGE
New London 4331

Rooms

• • •
Professors can be human! Or,
could this be a psychological
case? 'Tis a sunny afternoon in
late February.
Dr. Mack of the
philosophy department is seen to
leave the bookstore, Walking boldly through the newly fallen snow
~hich is melting in a most tempt:
mg manner.
Suddenly his eye
Hghts on the retreating
back of
Professor Holland, of the psychology department.
Satan ... ! Dr.
Mack pauses, and contemplates
momentarily;
then he picks up a
handful of the tempting snow,
takes careful aim, and lets fiy.
The result is immediate.
Prof.
Holland takes up the glove, and a
handful of snow, and prepares to
take aim. Dr. Mack covers his
face and pleads that care be taken with his glasses. "I'll wash
your face, glasses and all!" thunders Prof. Holland.
"Leave me
alone," screams Dr. Mack, a~d
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